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it's one of the first windows vista applications to support the
new driver architecture, so it's not surprising that the
lifecam vx-6000 works with vista. it will also function with
windows xp. it can also run on windows 2000 and windows
nt 4.0. the vx-6000 is also compatible with other devices,
such as apple's quicktime video recording software, so you
can use it to record video on a mac, for instance. it's not
clear whether other windows vista applications will
recognize the lifecam vx-6000. it is not compatible with
mac os x. the lifecam vx-6000 is capable of recording video
and still images, in addition to the webcam-like capabilities.
it's easy to view images and video from the lifecam vx-6000
on a computer running windows xp or windows vista, and
the 32-bit version of windows media player 10 can view
images and video recorded with the lifecam vx-6000 in full-
screen mode. the lifecam vx-6000 will also work with the
free windows xp media center edition and windows vista
media center edition software, but only after you install the
optional windows xp media center edition service pack 1
update. the lifecam vx-6000 uses a standard usb 2.0 port,
but it won't charge the camera. you must connect the
vx-6000 to an ac adapter, such as the one supplied with the
camera, or a powered usb port. the lifecam vx-6000 records
video at a maximum 30 frames per second at resolutions
ranging from 160x120 to 1.3 megapixels, which is standard
for this class of webcam. you can capture still images at
any of those resolutions up to 1.3 megapixels, and the
microsoft lifecam vx-6000 can take 5-megapixel still
photos, but they're interpolated. the video software is easy
to use, but there's an eight-second delay between when
you hit the video record button until video recording begins.
audio quality with the lifecam vx-6000's built-in microphone
is clear and free of distortion, though we prefer the
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directional audio and clearer sound from the creative live
cam voice.
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this does not solve the problem as you are quoting how to
turn off auto driver updates for windows server 2008. in
step 2, there is no item listed astasks on the properties

screen i clicked onadvanced system settings on the left side
of the screen, but there is nowindows update driver settings

on thehardware tab. as with the lifecam vx-600, the
vx-6000 operates in either control or tv mode. in control
mode, the camera is a video webcam and has a small lcd

screen on the front that allows you to view your subject. in
tv mode, the camera is a tv camera and has an included

vga-resolution lens that you can attach to a tv or monitor.
the lifecam vx-6000 can be used to scan documents, check
web pages, or control a pc using a windows pc, tablet, or

smartphone with an included software remote control. you
can also use the camera to create your own digital photo

slideshow. images are stored on a flash memory card that is
included. in a usb 2.0 port, you can connect the lifecam

vx-6000 to a computer that already has a driver installed
for the webcam, then connect it to your monitor or tv. for

more in-depth information on connecting the lifecam
vx-6000, see the installation and setup guide. if you aren't
using the lifecam vx-6000 as a standalone web cam, you

can connect it to a pc, tablet, or phone and use it as a video
webcam. the lifecam vx-6000 has an included software

remote control that lets you view your subject as well as
control the camera. we like the remote's sturdy design and
its ability to control both the camera and the microphone,
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but we're not fans of its lack of volume control or the tiny
touchscreen. and although the remote can be used with
many windows programs, we'd rather use our phone or

tablet. 5ec8ef588b
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